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RecolJnmend the expansion of the Premium Processing Service (PPS) to include
empl(J,yment-based change of sta1:us (1-539) applications.

urSCIS has been evaluating th(: feasibility, policy considerations, and statutory
authority concerning expansion of premium processing. DHS has determined that a
statutory change is necessary for iIrLplementation of premium processing for filings that
are not clearly employment based. USCIS is considering a recommendation for a
legislaltive change that would permilt US CIS to offer premium processing to other than
employment-based applications and petitions.

N[eanwhile, USC1S is in the process of preparing a public notice for premium
proces:sing offomls 1-140 by differ'~nt sub-groups over a period of time for manageable
phase-. in. Once the notice is publis:l1ed and the new process implemented, additional
proces:ses that may be considered "I~mployment" based will be considered for premium
proces:sing. Implementingpremiunl processing requires careful allocation of resources
that cam impose a distraction from backlog reduction at this crucial time; thus, USC1S has
detemlined to stagger rollouts of ne:w groups for premium processing.

U.SC1S is considering what 1-539s might be permissible to include in premium
processing and whether to use any authority to do so. Currently, when an 1-539 for
extension of stay or change of status is filed by a dependent of a worker in a premium
proces:sing classification, and the 1-539 is filed concurrently with the 1-129 for the worker,
USC1~; seeks to adjudicate, as a collrtesy and without fee, the associated 1-539. However,
if US CIS does not adjudicate the 1-539 within the 15-day deadline for processing the 1-
129, USCIS does not refund the pre~mium fee on the 1-129.

Irl cases where the 1-539 is not processed within 15 days, we do not see particular
hardsltip visited upon the dependent in relation to "unlawful presence." As long as the 1-
539 is filed before the expiration of the involved dependents' existing period of
authorized stay, and the current sta1us has been properly maintained, the duration of
proces:sing within the normal 1-539 processing time does not lead to any period of
"unlawful presence" unless the 1-5~~9 is denied and the alien remains in the U.s. beyond
that d(~nial.

We recognize, however, tha.t there are two potential hardships to dependents of
employment based nonimmigrants arising from the unavailability of premium processing:
(1) the: limits on a dependent's abililty to obtain driver's license in states where valid
status must be demonstrated (and especially where duration of license validity is limited
to dur:ation of status), and similar limits on opportunities based on proof of immigration
status;~ and (2) the inability of the dependent to obtain employment authorization until the
1-539 is approved where such authorization is available (E, J-2, and L-2 dependents).

Weare reviewing our statu10ry and regulatory authority as well as the policy and
practil:;al issues and will make public notice of any decision to expand premium
proce!;sing in relation to the 1-539 for any eligible categories.
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